The Main Theses of the Research

1. In the biblical thinking community had a significant role. However, due to the inner changes of Christianity and European society the position on *individuum* has become more important.

2. The present-day Hungary is one of the most individualist countries in the world. Amid these circumstances the life of university students is also strictly defined by the individualism, which has an effect on their religious life, too.

3. One of the tasks of the churches is to build communities, for which they can rely on the rich spiritual heritage, especially on the Lord’s Supper as is a primary tool stimulating community building.

4. The interpretation of the Lord’s Supper in daily devotion of congregations and university communities of the Hungarian Refomed Church is more individual, than communal.

5. Provided the service of the Lord’s Supper in university chaplaincies and congregations, were more biblical and colourful and it used the contemporary language more often, then its original goal, namely the thanksgiving, would take shape practice. At the same time it would also trigger its community building aspect to unfold.
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